To whom this may concern,

First off, I apologize if this may be the wrong way to bring this matter to the twins attention but I had everyones email from a previous thread so I’m reaching out. I am aware and understand that everyone is busy so I will be short.

I reside at Kelly’s Way in Summit Green, it’s been my permanent address for the past 7 years.

**ISSUE**

- I am not complaining about the traffic/ or garbage on Kandahar due to rentals on Tyrollean Lane, that is part of choosing to live here.

- **The issue is the speeding from Grey Rd 19 to Tyrollean Ln.**

  - We can show videos of cars going 90km + before crossing the first side street, (Kelly’s Way/Farm Gate Rd. - 500’ from Grey Rd 19) on their way to the end of Kandahar.

**CONCERN**

- This has always been a thought but after the past two years and than after what I’ve witnessed the past 3 weeks someone needs to say something.

- Too many vehicles going 80km + on a residential street. Let alone an are full of renters walking.

- There are no sidewalks or real lights on Kandahar with all renters walking back and forth to village in the road (I’m actually surprised and thankful we haven’t already had an accident between walkers and a vehicle)

- This is not an isolated incident but a pattern which is only getting worse. Many will speak or agree with me if needed as well.

- I had to request something formally before someone really gets hurt.

- The length of Kandahar lane is just over a 1/4 mile, (please measure and check for yourselves), the exact length people want to drag and make record speeds. Something I never thought I’d witness up here until I did on Canada Day Weekend.

**REQUEST/ SOLUTION**

- My first thought was requesting speed humps. But I am aware with snow removal in the winter they can’t be there, and wouldn’t be the most effective since its only in place during summer.
- The Primary request is to make the intersection of Kandahar & Kelly’s Way/Farm Gate Rd a 4-way stop. This will stop visitors from turning onto the road and hitting the gas as hard as they can to race to the cottage I hope.

- What I feel may be the most effective solution is to also put a 4-way stop at the Arlberg & Kandahar intersection. Break the street up and control the speeding.

This is an extremely cheap fix and solution to protect and provide safety for everyone in the area.

Thank you in advance for your time and please reach out directly to discuss at any time.

Sincerely,

Rick Sirianni